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�TIillSpecial Report 

An act of 
intemation� 
terrorism 
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. 

The following was written on May 18. 

I 

Virtually identical studies reported to this news $ervice by three authoritative 
sources, indicate, that the mass-murderous blast which destroyed the Oklahoma 
City Federal building, on April 19 , 1995, was not si�ply a large "fertilizer bomb," 
but a shaped charge designed and placed with a d�e of sophistication beyond 
the capability of any of the suspects touted by the British major news media and 
their "American cousins." Those engineering stuqies of the effects of the blast 
upon the building's structure, indicate that the agbncy which prepared and de
signed the shaped charge and its placement were at a level above ordinary Special 
Forces training, the level of military intelligence sWcialists, or higher. 

That report is consistent with this news service's own acquired expertise in 
investigating international terrorist incidents, duriqg the course of the 1970s and 
1980s. Frequently, the famous terrorist groups featut-ed in the news media's reports 
were either nonexistent, or were only a screen behind which professional intelli
gence agencies operated. 

In our 1970s experience, that was the case in WlIfrid Boese's predicted role in 
the "Entebbe" hijacking. That was also the case in the 1978 kidnap-assassination 
of Italy's former Prime Minister, and Henry Kissinger adversary, Aldo Moro. 
That has been the case in our continuing investilgation of the Feb. 28, 1986 
assassination of Sweden's Prime Minister Olof Palme, which worked conspicu
ously to the benefit of the Iran-Contra international weapons-traffickers of the 
1985-86 period. That was the case, to the advantagt of the policies of the govern
ment of Britain's Prime Minister Margaret Thatche�, in the Nov. 29, 1989 assassi
nation of Deutsche Bank chief Alfred Herrhausen; in his case, and that of the 
murder of Detlev Rohwedder (the head of the Treuhand agency responsible for 
East German state industries in the newly reunifiep Germany), the news media 
insisted, without a shred of evidence, that Herrhausen was assassinated by a no
longer-existent Baader-Meinhof Gang. 
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In the present case, the Oklahoma mass-murder, it is not 
this newsweekly's function, to suggest either the complicity, 

or innocence of any among the putative suspects detained or 

sought for questioning; that, we leave to the relevant au

thorites to discover. Our concern is that we undo some of the 

damage wrought by another "usual list of suspected perpetra
tors," the leading, usually lying, popular news-media of the 
U. S. A. and western Europe. 

In virtually every case of international terrorism we in
vestigated during the 1970s and 1980s, large portions of 

the international news-media played an indispensable part in 

bringing about the relative political success of the crime. 

The culpable complicity of that news media, today, in the 
Oklahoma case, as earlier, whether through folly or culpabil

ity, is centered in spreading the myth that terrorism is to be 
explained away as "a sociological phenomenon." 

We ask the reader to attempt to look at the Oklahoma 

bombing, for a moment, through the eyes of a law-enforce
ment investigator. 

Suppose you were such a detective, and your assignment 
were to assist in the apprehension and conviction of a present

ly unknown perpetrator who killed several bystanders during 

his commission of attempted armed robbery of a convenience 

store. On the basis of that information, what are you seeking: 
a suspected killer, or a suspect in an armed robbery? Until 

evidence impels you to consider a different construction of 
the case, you will be tracking armed-robbery suspects. 

Similarly, in the Oklahoma case, what you would be 
investigating, is not a matter to be investigated as simply a 
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"Look at the Oklahoma 
bombing through the 
eyes of a law
enforcement 
investigator," says 
Lyndon LaRouche. 
Pictured: Onlookers 
came for a final look at 
the bombed-out Alfred 
P. Murrah Federal 
Building in Oklahoma 
City, on May 22, the day 
before the building was 
imploded by authorities. 

"bombing." It is a case in which all
1

0f the principal leads 

indicate that the bombing was done in t e course of execution 

of a distinctly different quality of crime: an act of internation

al terrorism. The most important clue� you have been given 

so far, are three. The first is the scientific experts' information 
that this was a sophisticated bombing, ll>eyond the capabilities 

of the kinds of ex-military found amobg the "militias." The 
second is the involvement of a top-dnking member of the 

British oligarchy, Lord William Ree�-Mogg, both in pre
orchestrating the political environ men in which the bombing 

occurred, and in a malicious attemp to exploit the mass

murderous incident, against the President of the United 

States, after the bombing had occurred. The third is massive 

documentation that the strata to whic Lord Rees-Mogg has 

pointed as his suggested list of suspects for the bombing, 
I 

have been, like Rush Limbaugh and �ev. Jerry Falwell, for 

nearly two years the open tools of the British establishment 

in its attempt to destroy President Bill Clinton. 

Those three pieces of evidence ar unique to this case, of 
course; but, they represent a pattern of evidence which fits 

only one known classification of crimd: a case of internation-

al terrorism. 

I 
Of what is Lord Rees-Mogg guilty? 

The conduct of Lord William R+S-Mogg, both before 
and after the Oklahoma terrorist borrbing, expresses what 
the Nineteenth Century would have regarded as a virtual state 

of imminent general warfare betweert the British monarchy 

and the President of the United States! 
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In this report 

What is really behind the most shocking act of terror
ism in American history? In these pages, EIR assem
bles its own investigative report, commissioned by 
Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. and compiled by a research 
team led by Kathy Klenetsky and Jeffrey Steinberg, 
assisted by Anton Chaitkin, Charles Tuttle, and Scott 
Thompson. 

Introduction: An act of international terrorism. By 
Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. 

I. Documentation: British propagandists shaped 

the climate 

a. Propagandists of the Oklahoma deed. Profiles of 
British intellig�nce "journalists" Lord William Rees
Mogg and Ambrose Evans-Pritchard 

b. Chronology of the deed. How the propaganda 
was unfolded before and after the April 19 bombing in 
Oklahoma City, for a calculated political effect 

c. Chronology of irregular warfare. Two and a 
half years of an escalating strategy of tension have 
hammered the United States since the eve of William 
Clinton's election in 1992 

d. LaRouche's British enemies behind the assault 

on Clinton. From the archives: The same method, the 
same institutions, even the same personnel who decided 
they had to eliminate LaRouche in 1977-78, is now fo
cused on the First Family and the presidential institution 

II. The British royals plot to balkanize the United 

States. Those who say that the dissolution of the Unit
ed States is "inevitable," have spared no effort in bring
ing this about. A documentary report on who is shaping 
the scenarios for nine separate nations in North 
America, and how they manipulate their pawns 

a. The Windsors' Fifth Column in America. A flow 
chart 

b. N eo-Confederates incite violence, secessionism. 

Larry Pratt of the Gun Owners of America and the 
American Legislative Exchange Council 

c. Thatcher operatives push breakup of the U.S.A. 

Virginia's Council on Self-Determination and Feder
alism 

d. 'Resist, revolt, and rebuild.' Llewellyn Rock
well of the Von Mises Institute 

e. The wise use movement: How populists are 

turned into traitors. Ron Arnold of The Center for the 
Defense of Free Enterprise, author Wayne Hage, and 
financial consultant Steven Hanke 
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There is no real mystery as to the issues of this conflict; 
as avowed British foreign-sert,vice agent Henry A. Kissinger 
seems never to tire of explainjing: The issues of the wartime 
conflict between Prime Ministbr Winston Churchill and Pres
ident Franklin Roosevelt are �e continuing source of chron
ic, occasionally mortal, quatjrels between London and the 
United States since the U.S. : War of Independence. Those 
are the issues between Lord �ees-Mogg and Kissinger, on 
the one side, today, and President Clinton and his supporters, 
on the other side. 

. 

Today, as in every time �f open quarrels between the 
United States and Britain, sin

' 
e 1776, London relies largely 

upon its base of anti-U.S.A. operations in nearby Canada, 
and those U.S. citizens wh walk in the footsteps of the 
British intelligence service's ory assets of 1776-83, and of 
the treasonous "Hartford Co ention" of 1814. Today, the 
broadest political mass base 0 Britain's organized anti-Clin
ton collaborators inside the U S.A., is located in a network 
of British intelligence operatipns deployed under the cover 
of the Mont Pelerin Society f.d such Mont Pelerin Society 
offshoots as the Washington, .C.-based Heritage Founda
tion, the National Taxpayer s Union of Rees-Mogg and 
James Dale Davidson, and �e London-steered American 
Spectator magazine. This network, directed under the cover 
of Britain's Mont Pelerin Soci¢ty, is recognized as the radical 
"neo-conservatives" assembled around Speaker of the House. 
Newt(on) Gingrich's "Contra¢t with America," Presidential 
candidates Phil Gramm, and Would-be "kingmaker" George 
Bush's current favorite candidate, California's Pete Wilson. 
The relevant "neo-conservatiye" talk-show hosts, such as 
Rush Limbaugh, and their network of native populists turned 
anti-Clinton fanatics, are the �treet-Ievel assets of the Lon
don-coordinated "neo-consefV!ative" network. 

The British public figures �st visibly involved in directing 
the U.S. nw-conservatives and their populist fellow-travellers 
against the U. S. Constitution, � well as the Clinton Presidency, 
include Lord William Rees-M�gg; Canada-based press baron 
Conrad Black's Washington-based correspondent Ambrose 
Evans-Pritchard; Sir Peregrine Worsthorne, the politically ever
faithful stepson of the British banker who ordered that his protege 
Adolf Hitler be brought to power in 1933 Germany; and the 
weekly American Spectator rag, As EIR has documented these 
facts, the common aims of the� British controllers of the U.S. 
"neo-conservative" ferment, a¢ the destruction of the U.S. 
Federal Constitution, the permanent destruction of the United 
States as an agro-industrial nat�on-state, and the revival of the 
pre- 1865 British plan for dismdmberment of the United States 
itself into a divided pack of squ�bbling petty tyrannies, perpet
ually at war with one another., 

The reason for the mouthtfoaming vehemence of Lon
don's bitter hatred against P1tesident Clinton is not far to 
find. The reason is found in tIle presently accelerating, and 
inevitable collapse of that worldwide, International Mone
tary Fund (IMF)-centered m<)netary system on which the 
British financier oligarchy bases what are often called, eu-
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phemistically, Britain's "invisible earnings." Symptomati
cally, two of the British royal family's financially key bank
ing representatives, were put up for auction: Barings and the 
London Warburg bank. Of more profound significance for 
the British oligarchy at large, is the ongoing liquidation of 
Lloyd's of London. The entire global monetary and financial 
system on which the British oligarchy's power depends, is 
doomed for early destruction, and this thought has lately 
reached the mind's eye of the leading British oligarchs with 
startlingly painful brightness. 

Ignore those Wall Street Yuppie nitwits who dream that they 
can blow the "derivatives" bubble forever. The end of the present 
global monetary and financial system is very near. There are only 
two alternatives. Either leading governments, including that of 
the United States, act together to put the bankrupt, present IMF 

system into financial-bankruptcy reorganization, and create a 
new system of national banking to replace it, or the whole she
bang goes beyond a mere general financial collapse, into the 
kind of chaos which struck occupied Weimar Gennany during 
the 1922-23 interval. The London oligarchy would much prefer 
the chaos, hoping that they might regain their global influence 
and power in that state of chaos. 

With fonner Prime Minister Thatcher's lackey, George 
Bush, or "weak-minded neo-conservatives" such as Phil 
Gramm and Pete Wilson, as President, the London oligarchy 
would have little to fear from the virtually decapitated hulk 
of these United States. President Clinton worries them; he 
might be the U.S. President who finished the incompleted 
work of President George Washington, and ended the British 
financier oligarchy's rule of the world forever. 

Under these strategic circumstances, its fonner financial 
power almost destroyed, the British oligarchy continues fi
nancial warfare against the United States, as Clausewitz 
might have put the point, "by other means." Thus, we have 
entered a period of escalating international terrorism on a 
previously unknown scale and intensity. Whatever military
intelligence-type capability is discovered to have been used 
to bring about the Oklahoma bombing as such, we know 
in what strategic interest this act of surrogate warfare was 
conducted against the United States and its people. 

In the meantime, do not be duped into buying a used-car 
without the motor. Also, do not be duped by the popular 
news-media or so-called "experts" of the TV talk-show and 
"magazine" features. This act of terrorism was not a "socio
logical phenomenon." The only motivations which are rele
vant, are not those of the poor dupes who might have been 
used to conduct the act, but, rather, the motives of those 
foreign power interests, on whose behalf those contemptible 
"hit-men" were deployed. 

Let the relevant law-enforcement and counterintelligence 
teams track the accomplices in this bombing, and bring them 
to justice. Let the rest of us not forget what enemy of the 
United States has orchestrated and willfully exploited strate
gically this virtual act of war against the people and govern
ment of the United States. 
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I. Documentation 

British propagandists 
shaped the c1lmate 
by Jeffrey Steinberg 

The Oklahoma City bombing of the �rrah Federal Building 
on April 19, as an act of international terrorism, had a 
twofold political objective: the destabilization and paralysis 
of the United States government; an« the spread of chaos, 
fear, and anti-federal government rage in the American pub
lic. To achieve those ends, the political authors of the crime 
needed to create the appropriate climate prior to the atrocity, 
and to exploit reactions to the bombing afterward. 

While no evidence has yet linke4 intelligence agents of 
the British royal House of Windsor or its allied Club of the 
Isles directly to the Oklahoma bombing, some leading agents 
of the Club are thoroughly implicated in shaping the environ
ment before and after the explosion so as to maximize its 
political impact. We present that evidence in the first section 
of this report. 

To summarize what is documented in the profiles and 
chronology below: By no later than December 1994, one 
of the two leading British propagandists directing the assault 
on the U.S. Presidency, had begun regularly featuring the 
rise of the populist militias as a theme in his Clinton-bashing 
propaganda. The second of the two, has been overseeing 
an effort to spread anti-U.S. government paranoia among 
American populists and self-styled militiamen since no later 
than early March 1995. 

These two figures, Lord William Rees-Mogg and Am
brose Evans-Pritchard, fraudulently Ibuilt up the militias as 
a "major" political phenomenon. Then, following the April 
19 attack, they set up the militias to "take the fall" for a 
bombing that they had neither the c�ability nor the motive 
to carry out. The British "journalists" were cheered on, 
throughout this episode, by the AntHDefamation League of 
B'nai B'rith (ADL), a U.S.-based spy agency with long
standing ties to London, as well as several ADL offshoots 
and collaborators, including Morris Dees's Southern Poverty 
Law Center, Chip Berlet's Political Research Associates 
of Cambridge, Massachusetts, and the Chicago-based Cult 
Awareness Network (CAN). The ADL and CAN were deep
ly involved in the Waco, Texas fiasco of February-April 
1993-frequently portrayed in the media as the "trigger" 
for the Oklahoma bombing-because they were active in 
providing government agencies with disinformation aimed 
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